We present an efficient approach to detect a locally stable predicate in a distributed computation. Examples of properties that can be formulated as locally stable predicates include termination and deadlock of a subset of processes. Our algorithm does not require application messages to be modified to carry control information (e.g., vector timestamps), nor does it inhibit events (or actions) of the underlying computation. The worst-case message complexity of our algorithm is O(n(m + 1)), where n is the number of processes in the system and m is the number of events executed by the underlying computation. We show that, in practice, its message complexity should be much lower than its worst-case message complexity. The detection latency of our algorithm is O(d) time units, where d is the diameter of communication topology. Our approach also unifies several known algorithms for detecting termination and deadlock. We also show that our algorithm for detecting a locally stable predicate can be used to efficiently detect a stable predicate that is a monotonic function of other locally stable predicates.
Introduction
Two important problems in distributed systems are detecting termination of a distributed computation, and detecting deadlock in a distributed database system. Termination and deadlock are examples of stable properties. A property is said to be stable if it stays true once it becomes true. For example, once a subset of processes are involved in a deadlock, they continue to stay in a deadlocked state. An algorithm to detect a general stable property involves collecting the relevant states of processes and channels that are consistent with each other and testing to determine whether the property holds over the collected state. By repeatedly taking such consistent snapshots of the computation and evaluating the property over the collected state, it is possible to eventually detect a stable property once it becomes true.
Several algorithms have been proposed in the literature for computing a consistent snapshot of a computation [10, 31, 18, 1, 2] . These algorithms can be broadly classified into four categories. They either require sending a control message along every channel in the system [10] or rely on piggybacking control information on application messages [31] or assume that messages are delivered in causal order [1, 2] or are inhibitory in nature [18] . As a result, consistent snapshots of a computation are expensive to compute. More efficient algorithms have been developed for termination and deadlock that p e r s o n a l c o p y do not require taking consistent snapshots of the computation (e.g., [20, 41, 37, 14, 38, 22, 40, 19, 8, 13, 47, 24, 34, 44, 43] ).
Termination and deadlock are examples of stable properties that can be formulated as locally stable predicates [36] . A predicate is locally stable if no process involved in the predicate can change its state relative to the predicate once the predicate holds. In this paper, we show that it is possible to detect any locally stable predicate by taking possibly inconsistent snapshots of the computation in a certain manner. Our algorithm does not inhibit any event of the underlying computation nor does it require messages to be delivered in a certain order. Unlike Marzullo and Sabel's algorithm for detecting a locally stable predicate [36] , no control information is required to be piggybacked on application messages and, therefore, application messages do not need to be modified at all. This saves on the message size and, therefore, network bandwidth, and also avoids the overheads of another software layer to parse each and every application message. Another advantage of our approach is that it does not require snapshots to be consistent, and hence it is not necessary for processes to coordinate their actions when taking a snapshot.
The worst-case message complexity of our algorithm is O(n(m + 1)), where n is the number of processes in the system and m is the number of events executed by the computation before the predicate becomes true. We show that, in practice, its average-case message complexity should be much lower than its worst-case message complexity. The detection latency of our algorithm is O(d) time units, where d is the diameter of the communication topology.
Our general algorithm for detecting a locally stable predicate also unifies several known algorithms for detecting termination and deadlock [20, 37, 14, 40, 19] . Some of the examples include Safra's color-based algorithm [14] , Mattern's four-counter algorithm [37] and Mattern et al.'s sticky-flag algorithm [40] for termination detection, and Ho and Ramamoorthy's twophase algorithm [20] for deadlock detection. All of these algorithms can be derived as special cases of the approach given in this paper. Therefore, this paper presents a unifying framework for understanding and describing various termination and deadlock detection algorithms. We argue that the performance of the presented algorithm is asymptotically no worse than that of the specialized algorithms, and in many cases, it performs better. We also instantiate our general algorithm to derive an efficient deadlock detection algorithm whose performance is comparable with that of existing deadlock detection algorithms. Further, we show that our algorithm can be used to efficiently detect a stable predicate that can be expressed as a monotonic function of other locally stable predicates. Note that the two-phase deadlock detection algorithm as described in [20] is actually flawed [23] but can be corrected using the ideas given in this paper. A correct version of the two-phase deadlock detection algorithm can be found in [26] . Finally, we discuss how our approach can be extended to work in the presence of process crashes.
A special feature of our algorithm is that it does not require application messages to be modified to assist the detection algorithm, unlike many other algorithms (e.g., [22, 37, 19, 8, 47, 34] ).
The algorithm detects locally stable predicates solely by monitoring changes in the values of the relevant variables. Although this may require modification of the application program, it cannot be considered as an extra overhead because most algorithms for predicate detection also monitor changes in the values of relevant variables and, therefore, require the application program to be modified to aid in the detection process (e.g., [20, 22, 37, 40, 19, 8, 47, 34] ).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the system model and notations used in this paper. A basic algorithm for detecting a locally stable predicate is proposed in Section 3 after presenting the main ideas behind the algorithm. Section 4 gives a complexity analysis of the algorithm. Section 5 gives an improved algorithm that has a bounded worst-case complexity. Section 6 describes three applications of our algorithm. Specifically, we describe how a stable predicate, expressed as a monotonic function of other locally stable predicates, can be detected efficiently using our approach. We also show that many algorithms for detecting termination and deadlock can be viewed as special cases of our algorithm. We discuss modifications to our algorithm to make it fault-tolerant in Section 7. We discuss the related work in Section 8. Finally, Section 9 concludes the paper and outlines directions for future research.
Model and notation
In this section we formally describe the model and notations used in this paper.
Distributed computations
We assume an asynchronous distributed system comprising of multiple processes which communicate with each other by sending messages over a set of channels. There is no common clock or shared memory. Processes are non-faulty and channels are reliable. Channels are bidirectional and may be non-FIFO. Message delays are finite but may be unbounded.
Processes execute events and change their states. A local state of a process, therefore, is given by the sequence of events it has executed so far starting from the initial state. Events are either internal or external. An external event could be a send event or a receive event or both. An event causes the local state of a process to be updated. In addition, a send event causes a message or a set of messages to be sent and a receive event causes a message or a set of messages to be received. Let proc(e) denote the process on which event e is executed. The event executed immediately before e on the same process (as e) is called the predecessor event of e and is denoted by pred(e). The successor event of e, denoted by succ(e), can be defined in a similar fashion.
Although it is possible to determine the exact order in which events were executed on a single process, it is, in general, not possible to do so for events executed on different processes. As a result, an execution of a distributed system, referred to as distributed computation (or simply a computation), is modeled by an (irreflexive) partial order on a set of events. The partial order, denoted by →, is given by the Lamport's happenedbefore relation (also known as causality relation) [32] which is defined as the smallest transitive relation satisfying the following properties 1. if events e and f occur on the same process, and e occurred before f in real time then e happened-before f , and 2. if events e and f correspond to the send and receive events, respectively, of the same message then e happened-before f .
Intuitively, the Lamport's happened-before relation captures the maximum amount of information that can be deduced about the ordering of events when the system is characterized by unpredictable message delays and unbounded relative processor speeds.
Cuts, consistent cuts and frontiers
A state of a distributed system, referred to as global state or global snapshot, is the collective state of processes and channels. (A channel state is given by the set of messages in transit.) If every process maintains a log of all the messages it has sent and received so far, then a channel state can be determined by examining the state of the two processes connected by the channel. Therefore, in this paper, we view a global state as a collection of local states. The equivalent notion based on events is called cut. A cut is a collection of events closed under the predecessor relation. In other words, a cut is a set of events such that if an event is in the set, then its predecessor, if it exists, also belongs to the set. Formally, C is a cut ∀e, f ::
The frontier of a cut consists of those events of the cut whose successors do not belong to the cut. Formally,
Not every cut corresponds to a valid state of the system. A cut is said to be consistent if it contains an event only if it also contains all events that happened-before it. Formally, C is a consistent cut ∀e, f ::
Observe that if a cut is not consistent then it contains an event such that one or more events that happened-before it do not belong to the cut. Such a scenario, clearly, cannot occur in a real world. Consequently, if a cut is not consistent then it is not possible for the system to be in a global state given by that cut. In other words, only those cuts which are consistent can possibly occur during an execution. In this paper, we use the terms "snapshot" and "cut" interchangeably.
Global predicates
A global predicate (or simply a predicate) is defined as a boolean-valued function on variables of one or more processes.
In other words, a predicate maps every consistent cut of a computation to either true or false . Given a consistent cut, a predicate is evaluated with respect to the values of the relevant variables in the state resulting after executing all events in the cut. If a predicate b evaluates to true for a cut C, we say that C satisfies b or, equivalently, b(C) = true. Hereafter, we abbreviate expressions b(C) = true and b(C) = false by b(C) and ¬b(C), respectively. Also, we denote the value of a variable x resulting after executing all events in a cut C by x(C).
In this paper, we focus on a special but important class of predicates called locally stable predicates [36] . A predicate is stable if once the system reaches a global state where the predicate holds, the predicate holds in all future global states as well.
Definition 1 (stable predicate).
A predicate b is stable if it stays true once it becomes true. Formally, b is stable if for all consistent cuts C and D,
Termination of a distributed computation, expressed as "all processes are passive" and "all channels are empty", is an example of a stable predicate. A deadlock in a distributed database system-which occurs when two or more processes are involved in some sort of circular wait-and inaccessibility of an object can also be expressed as stable predicates. A stable predicate is said to be locally stable if once the predicate becomes true, no variable involved in the predicate changes its value thereafter. For a predicate b, let vars(b) denote the set of variables on which b depends. [36] 
Definition 2 (locally stable predicate, Marzullo and Sabel
Intuitively, once a locally stable predicate becomes true, not only does the value of the predicate stay the same-which is true, but the values of all variables involved in the predicate stay the same as well. In this paper, we distinguish between property and predicate. A predicate is a concrete formulation of a property in terms of program variables and processors states. In general, there is more than one way to formulate a property. For example, the mutual exclusion property, which states that there is at most one process in its critical section at any time, can be expressed in the following ways: consider the property "the global virtual time of the system has advanced beyond k", which is abbreviated as GVT > k [49] . The property "GVT > k" is true if and only if the local virtual time of each process has advanced beyond k and there is no message in transit with timestamp at most k. Let lvt i denote the local clock of process p i . Also, let sent(i, j ; k) denote the number of messages with timestamp at most k that process p i has sent to process p j so far. Likewise, let rcvd(i, j ; k) denote the number of messages with timestamp at most k that process p i has received from process p j so far. The property GVT > k can be expressed as
The above formulation of the property GVT > k is not locally stable because local clock of a process may change even after the predicate has become true. However, we can define an auxiliary variable a i which is true if and only if lvt i > k. An alternative formulation of the property GVT > k is
Unlike the first formulation, the second formulation is actually locally stable. We say that a property is locally stable if there is at least one way to formulate the property such that the formulation corresponds to a locally stable predicate. Termination, deadlock of a subset of processes (under single, AND, OR and k-out-of-n request models) and global virtual time exceeding a given value can all be expressed as locally stable predicates.
Remark 1.
A deadlock exists in the system if and only if there exists a subset of processes such that the processes in the subset are involved in some sort of circular wait. The exact nature of the "circular wait" depends on the request model used. For example, in the AND request model, a circular wait corresponds to a cycle in the wait-for graph [21, 25, 45] , whereas, in the OR request model, it corresponds to a knot in the wait-for graph [21, 25, 45] . (In the AND request model, a process may specify one or more resources at the time of the request, and can proceed only if it receives permission to access all the requested resources. In the OR request model, on the other hand, a process may specify one or more resources at the time of the request, and can proceed if it receives permission to access any one of the requested resources.)
Consider the AND request model. For a subset of processes Q, where Q ⊆ P , let W F G(Q) denote the wait-for graph that exists among processes in Q. Then,
Clearly, the property "W F G(Q) forms a simple cycle" can be formulated as a locally stable predicate. Specifically, for a process p i ∈ Q, let wf Q i denote the set of processes in Q that process p i is waiting-for. Once the property "W F G(Q) forms a simple cycle" becomes true, none of the variables wf Q i for each p i ∈ Q change their values after that. The deadlock property under AND request model can now be expressed as
Note that deadlock(P ) by itself cannot be expressed as a locally stable predicate. This is because, even if some processes in P are involved in a deadlock, other processes in P may continue to execute and therefore their variables may continue to change their values. However, it can be expressed as a disjunction of locally stable predicates, where each disjunct is of the form circular-wait(Q) for some Q. We refer to such a predicate as monotonically decomposable stable predicate and we discuss it in greater detail later in Section 6. A similar observation can be made for deadlock under other request models.
An algorithm for detecting a locally stable predicate
In this section, we describe an on-line algorithm to detect a locally stable predicate, that is, to determine whether a locally stable predicate has become true in a computation in progress. A general algorithm for detecting a stable predicate is to repeatedly compute consistent snapshots (or consistent cuts) of the computation and evaluate the predicate for these snapshots until the predicate becomes true. More efficient algorithms have been developed for detecting certain stable properties such as termination and deadlock. Specifically, it has been shown that to detect many stable properties, including termination and deadlock, it is not necessary for snapshots to be consistent. In this section, we show that any locally stable predicate can be detected by repeatedly taking possibly inconsistent snapshots of the underlying computation.
The main idea
The main idea is to take snapshots of the computation in such a manner that there is at least one consistent snapshot lying between any two consecutive snapshots. To that end, we generalize the notion of consistent cut to the notion of consistent interval. Note that an interval [C, C] is consistent if and only if C is a consistent cut. Next, we give the necessary and sufficient condition for an interval to be consistent. 
(1)
Pick any events e and f such that f ∈ C and e → f . Since f ∈ C and C ⊆ G, we get that f ∈ G. From the fact that G is consistent, we get that e ∈ G. But e ∈ G and
Conversely, assume that (1) is true. We define the cut G as consisting of all events in C and those that happened-before them. Formally,
By definition of G, there exists an event f ∈ C such that either e = f or e → f . In the first case, e ∈ D because C ⊆ D. In the second case, e ∈ D because (1) holds. Now, we only need to show that G is consistent. Pick any events u and v such that u → v and v ∈ G. From the definition of G, there exists an event f ∈ C such that either v = f or v → f . In either case, u → f . Since f ∈ C and u → f , by definition of G, we get that u ∈ G. Hence G is consistent.
Observe that when C = D, the necessary and sufficient condition for an interval to be consistent reduces to the definition of a consistent cut. Now, consider a consistent interval [C, D]. Suppose there is no change in the value of any variable in vars(b) between C and D. In that case, we say that the interval [C, D] is quiescent with respect to b. Consider a consistent cut G that lies between C and D. Clearly, for every variable
In other words, in order to compute the value of the predicate b for the consistent cut G, we can instead evaluate b for either endpoint of the interval, that is, cut C or cut D. In case b is a stable predicate and b(D) evaluates to true, we can safely conclude that b has indeed become true in the underlying computation. Formally,
Theorem 2. If an interval [C, D] is consistent as well as quiescent with respect to a predicate b, then
Based on the idea described above, an algorithm for detecting a locally stable predicate can be devised as follows.
Repeatedly compute possibly inconsistent snapshots of the computation in such a way that every pair of consecutive snapshots forms a consistent interval. After each snapshot is recorded, test whether any of the relevant variables-on which the predicate depends-has undergone a change since the last snapshot was taken. In case the answer is "no", evaluate the predicate for the current snapshot. If the predicate evaluates to true, then, using Theorem 2, it can be deduced that the computation has reached a state in which the predicate holds, and the detection algorithm terminates with "yes". Otherwise, repeat the above steps for the next snapshot and so on.
Theorem 2 establishes that the algorithm is safe, that is, if the algorithm terminates with answer "yes", then the predicate has indeed become true in the computation. We need to show that the algorithm is also live, that is, if the predicate has become true in the computation, then the algorithm terminates eventually with answer "yes". To establish liveness, we use the fact that the predicate is locally stable, which was not required to prove safety. Suppose the predicate b, which is locally stable, has become true in the computation. 
b(G) ⇒ ([G, D] is quiescent with respect to b) ∧ b(D).
Intuitively, Theorem 3 implies that, for an algorithm to be live, it is sufficient for the algorithm to take at least two snapshots forming a consistent interval after the predicate has become true. We next describe how to ensure that a pair of consecutive snapshots form a consistent interval and how to detect that the interval they form is quiescent.
Implementation
To implement the detection algorithm described in the previous section, two issues need to be addressed. First, how to
A u t h o r ' s p e r s o n a l c o p y
ensure that every pair of consecutive snapshots forms a consistent interval. Second, how to detect that no relevant variable has undergone a change in a given interval, that is, all relevant variables have reached a state of quiescence. We next discuss solutions to both problems.
Ensuring interval consistency using barrier synchronization
First, we give a condition that is stronger than the condition (1) given in Theorem 1 in the sense that it is sufficient but not necessary for a pair of cuts to form a consistent interval. The advantage of this condition is that it can be implemented using only control messages without altering messages generated by the underlying computation, hereafter referred to as application messages. To that end, we define the notion of barrier synchronized interval. Intuitively, an interval [C, D] is barrier synchronized if it is not possible to move beyond D on any process until all events in C have been executed.
Definition 5 (barrier synchronized interval). An interval
[CD] is barrier synchronized if every event contained in C happened-before every event that does not belong to D. Formally,
Next, we show that a barrier synchronized interval is also consistent.
Lemma 5 (barrier synchronization ⇒ consistency). If an interval is barrier synchronized, then it is also consistent.
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Assume that an interval [C, D] is barrier synchronized but is not consistent. Therefore there exist events u and v with u
It can be verified that when C = D, the notion of barrier synchronized interval reduces to the notion of barrier synchronized cut, also known as inevitable global state [17] . Now, to implement the algorithm described in the previous section, we use a monitor which periodically records snapshots of the underlying computation. One of the processes in the system can be chosen to act as a monitor. In order to ensure that every pair of consecutive snapshots is barrier synchronized, the monitor simply needs to ensure that the instance (of the snapshot algorithm) for recording the next snapshot is initiated only after the instance for recording the current snapshot has terminated. Recording a snapshot basically requires the monitor to collect local states of all processes. Many approaches can be used depending upon the communication topology and other factors [49] . For instance, the monitor broadcasts a message to all processes requesting them to send their local states. A process, on receiving message from the monitor, sends its (current) local state to the monitor [20] . Alternatively, processes in the system can be arranged to form a logical ring. The monitor uses a token (sometimes called a probe) which circulates through the entire ring gathering local states on its way [14, 40, 36] . Another approach is to impose a spanning tree on the network with the monitor acting as the root. The monitor collects a snapshot using a combination of broadcast and convergecast on the spanning tree. Specifically, in the broadcast phase, starting from the root node, control messages move downward all the way to the leaf nodes. In the convergecast phase, starting from leaf nodes, control messages move upward to the root node collecting local states on their way [49] . (A process can record its local snapshot either during the broadcast phase or during the convergecast phase.) Hereafter, we refer to the three approaches discussed above as broadcast-based, ring-based and tree-based, respectively. In all the three approaches, recording of a local state can be done in a lazy manner [40] . In lazy recording, a process postpones recording its local state until its current local state is such that it does not preclude the (global) predicate from becoming true. For instance, in termination detection, a process which is currently active can postpone recording its local state until it becomes passive. Hereafter, unless otherwise specified, we assume that the tree-based approach is used for taking a snapshot. This is because, with the tree-based approach, no assumption has to be made about the communication topology (e.g., whether it is fully connected).
Let a session corresponds to taking a single snapshot of the computation. For the kth session, let S k refer to the snapshot computed in the session, and let start k and end k denote the events on the monitor that correspond to the beginning and the end of the session, respectively. All the above approaches ensure the following:
Since sessions do not overlap, end k → start k+1 . This implies that
It can be easily verified that (3) implies (2) . Therefore, we have,
Lemma 6. If a new instance of snapshot algorithm is started only after the current instance of snapshot algorithm has finished, then the two snapshots form a consistent interval.
Note that non-overlapping of sessions is a sufficient condition for interval consistency, but it is not necessary. It is possible to ensure interval consistency even when sessions overlap. However, application messages need to be modified to carry control information.
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Detecting interval quiescence using dirty bits
To detect whether one or more variables have undergone a change in their values in a given interval, we use dirty bits. Specifically, we associate a dirty bit with each variable whose value the predicate depends on. Sometimes, it may be possible to associate a single dirty bit with a set of variables or even the entire local state. Initially, each dirty bit is in its clean state. Whenever there is a change in the value of a variable, the corresponding dirty bit is set to an unclean state. When a local snapshot is taken (that is, a local state is recorded), all dirty bits are also recorded along with the values of all the variables. After the recording, all dirty bits are reset to their clean states. Clearly,
Lemma 7. An interval [C, D] is quiescent if and only if all dirty bits in D are in their clean states.
For properties that may be evaluated on a partial state (e.g., a subset of processes are involved in a circular wait), it is more efficient for a process to record only the quiescent part of its state when taking a local snapshot. Specifically, instead of recording the values of all the variables along with the associated dirty bits, it may be more efficient to record the values of only those variables that have not undergone any change since the last local snapshot was recorded. The monitor, on collecting the quiescent part of the local state from each process, can evaluate the locally stable predicate on the collected state, if it is possible to do so.
Combining the two: the BasicLSPD algorithm
To detect a locally stable predicate, the monitor executes the following steps:
1. Compute a snapshot of the computation. 2. Test whether all dirty bits in the snapshot are in their clean states. If not, go to the first step. 3. Evaluate the predicate for the snapshot. If the snapshot does not satisfy the predicate, then go to the first step.
We use BasicLSPD to refer to the algorithm described in this section.
Optimizing the algorithm
The basic algorithm BasicLSPD can be further optimized. In the ring-based approach, the process currently holding the token can discard the token if the local states gathered so far indicate that the global predicate has not become true. This can happen, for example, when the token reaches a process with one or more dirty bits in their unclean states. The process discarding the token can either inform the monitor or become the new monitor itself and initiate the next session for recording a snapshot. When a session is aborted early in this manner, only a subset of processes would have recorded their local states and have their dirty bits reset. In this case, the global snapshot for a session, even if it is aborted early, can be taken to be the collection of last recorded local states on all processes.
Complexity analysis
We analyze the performance of BasicLSPD with respect to three metrics: message complexity, detection latency and space complexity.
Message complexity measures the number of message exchanged by the predicate detection algorithm. Detection latency measures the time elapsed between when the predicate becomes true and when the algorithm detects that the predicate has become true. To measure detection latency, it is typically assumed that message transmission time is at most one time unit and message processing time is negligible [49, 4] . (A similar assumption is made when computing time-complexity of an algorithm for an asynchronous distributed system as well.) Finally, space complexity measures the amount of space used by the predicate detection algorithm.
Message complexity: The worst-case message complexity of BasicLSPD is unbounded. This is because an adversary can force the monitor to initiate an unbounded number of instances of the snapshot algorithm before the monitor detects that the predicate has become true. However, we show that its message complexity should be much lower in practice.
Let n denote the number of processes in the system and d denote the diameter of the communication topology. We first calculate the average time an instance of a snapshot algorithm takes to execute, denoted by s . Let c denote the average channel delay. Unless otherwise stated, assume that message processing time is negligible and a snapshot is collected using the tree-based approach via a breadth-first-search (BFS) spanning tree. When using a tree-based approach to collect a snapshot of the system, messages are required to travel from the root node, which acts as a monitor, to leaf nodes and back. Therefore,
Let w denote the average time for which a monitor waits before initiating the next instance of a snapshot algorithm. We now compute the average number of events that are executed in the system between two consecutive initiations of a snapshot algorithm, denoted by e . Let e denote the average delay between two consecutive events of a process. We have,
Let m denote the total number of events executed by the underlying computation before the predicate becomes true. We next compute the average number of instances of a snapshot algorithm initiated by the monitor, denoted by s . We have, The additional two snapshots are used to account for the fact that the monitor may have to take two snapshots of the system even after the predicate has become true before detecting that the predicate has indeed become true. With treebased approach, each instance of a snapshot algorithm generates 2(n − 1) messages. Therefore, the average number of messages With c = 5ms, e = 50ms, w = 50ms and d = 25, m ≈ m 3 +4(n−1). We expect m to be much greater than n in practice because, in a realistic computation, each process should execute many events. Therefore, the average message complexity of BasicLSPD is strongly influenced by the multiplier factor for m, which is given by
An interesting question is: how does our general algorithm for detecting any locally stable predicate compare with a more specialized algorithm for detecting a specific locally stable predicate, say, termination? To our knowledge, if the communication topology is arbitrary, then all message-optimal termination detection algorithms are acknowledgment-based [15, 9, 43] ; they generate an acknowledgment message for every application message generated by the underlying computation. As a result, their message complexity even in average case is at least m + n − 1. (The additional n − 1 messages are required in case the computation is non-diffusing, that is, any subset of processes may be active initially.) A similar argument can be made for deadlock detection algorithms in this class (e.g., [20, 26] ).
As our discussion illustrates, depending on the values of various parameters, the message-complexity of BasicLSPD, in practice, may be significantly lower than that of even more specialized detection algorithms even though its worst-case message complexity is unbounded. In computing the average message complexity, we assume that processes record their snapshots as soon as they learn that a new instance of the snapshot algorithm is in progress. If, on the other hand, processes record their snapshots in a lazy manner, then the average message complexity should be even lower. We also note here that we can restrict our algorithm to require participation by only those processes that are part of the global predicate that is being evaluated.
Detection latency: Once the predicate becomes true, from Theorem 2, the monitor needs to collect at most two snapshots of the system to detect that the predicate has become true. Therefore, the detection latency of BasicLSPD depends on the time-complexity of the snapshot algorithm. If a BFS spanning tree is used to collect a snapshot of the system, then the timecomplexity of a snapshot algorithm is O(d). Thus, the detection latency of BasicLSPD is also O(d).
Space complexity: Let s denote the amount of space required to store a local snapshot of a single process. The monitor, in the worst-case, may have to store local snapshots of all processes explicitly before it can evaluate the predicate. Therefore, the space complexity of BasicLSPD is O(n s) in the worst-case. In many cases, however, it may be possible to combine local snapshots of processes into a more succinct form, which can still be used to evaluate the predicate. For example, when detecting termination, it is sufficient for the monitor to know if one of the processes is active or one of the channels is empty.
It is not necessary to know the states of all processes and channels explicitly. Therefore, in the case of termination detection, space complexity of BasicLSPD may be as low as O(1).
A worst-case message-complexity bounded algorithm
The algorithm BasicLSPD has one major drawback. Its worst-case message complexity is unbounded. We describe how to bound the worst-case message complexity without adversely affecting the average message complexity, detection latency and space complexity. The main idea is as follows. Instead of evaluating the locally stable predicate on a periodic basis, the monitor evaluates the predicate only after learning that some process has executed an event. Specifically, on learning that some process in the system has executed an event, the monitor evaluates the predicate by taking two snapshots of the system one after another. The monitor takes the second snapshot only after it has the first snapshot to ensure that the two snapshots form a consistent interval. Intuitively, the first snapshot resets all dirty bits and the second snapshot is used to test if the predicate has become true. We refer to the act of predicate evaluation by taking two snapshots of the system as evaluateLSP. To account for the degenerate case when the predicate is true initially and, therefore, no event may be executed in the system, the monitor evaluates the predicate once in the beginning.
We now provide more details of the algorithm. Processes are arranged in the form of a tree and the root of the tree acts as a monitor. Whenever a process executes an event, it sends a message to the root, via the tree, requesting it to evaluate the predicate since the predicate may have become true. Requests to the root are forwarded in a "delayed" manner. Specifically, once a process has forwarded a request for predicate evaluation to its parent, it does not forward any more requests to the parent until its previous request has been satisfied. A process considers its previous request to be satisfied if it has participated in at least one instance of predicate evaluation after sending/forwarding the request to its parent.
Intuitively, the "delayed" forwarding of requests to the parent helps in reducing the average message complexity of the modified algorithm. This is because of the following reasons. While a process is waiting for its previous request to be satisfied, it may execute many events, but it only sends one request to the parent for all such events. Further, while waiting, a nonleaf process in the tree may receive requests from many children, but it only forwards one request to its parent for all such children.
We refer to this modified algorithm as BoundedLSPD . A formal description of the algorithm is given in Figs. 1 and 2 of its children, but has not forwarded the request to its parent yet. We say that p i is latent if it has a pending request but no extant request for predicate evaluation (that is, action (A3) is enabled). From the algorithm, p i forwards a pending request for predicate evaluation to its parent as soon as it becomes latent, that is, pending i = true and status i = NOT_WAITING.
The safety of BoundedLSPD follows from Theorem 2, Lemmas 6 and 7. We now show that BoundedLSPD is live. The following lemma can be proved by using induction on the distance of a process from the root in the tree.
Lemma 8. Any extant request for predicate evaluation at a process is satisfied within O(d) time units.
Suppose the predicate becomes true after executing an event on process p i at time t. We call a process p j an ancestor of process p i if it lies on the path from the root to p i (both inclusive) in the tree. The following lemma can be proved by using induction on the distance of an ancestor of p i from p i in the tree. The root, on becoming latent, initiates an instance of predicate evaluation if it still has not detected that the predicate has become true. From Theorem 4, any instance of predicate evaluation initiated after time t terminates with answer "yes". This, in turn, implies that the algorithm BoundedLSPD is live.
Lemma 9. Every ancestor of p i becomes latent at least once within O(d) time units of t.
Specifically, the above lemma implies that
Corollary 10. The root becomes latent at least once within O(d) time units of t.
A u t h o r '
Further, an instance of predicate evaluation finishes in O(d) time units, which implies that the detection latency of BoundedLSPD is O(d).
The worst-case message complexity of BoundedLSPD is O(n(m + 1)). This is because, in the worst-case, each event in the system causes the monitor to take two snapshots to evaluate the predicate. As far as average message complexity is concerned, the derivation given in Section 4 for BasicLSPD can be easily adopted for BoundedLSPD. Specifically, the average number of instances of a snapshot algorithm initiated by the monitor, denoted by s , is still given by It can be verified that a process sends at most one request to its parent for every instance of predicate evaluation initiated by the monitor. Note that each instance of predicate evaluation involves taking two snapshots of the system. Therefore, at most 5(n − 1) control messages are exchanged for every instance of predicate evaluation. As a result the average message complexity of BoundedLSPD is given by
Clearly, BoundedLSPD has the same space complexity as BasicLSPD. Therefore, the modification described in this section gives an algorithm with bounded worst-case message complexity without adversely affecting its performance with respect to other metrics.
Note that it is not necessary to evaluate the predicate after executing any application event. Instead, it is sufficient to evaluate the predicate whenever a process executes an application event that has the potential of changing the value of the predicate (from false to true). Such an event is referred to as a relevant event [36] . For termination detection, such an event occurs when process changes its state from active to passive. For deadlock detection, such an event occurs when process changes its state from unblocked to blocked.
Applications
First, we identify a class of stable predicates that can be detected efficiently using the algorithm for detecting a locally stable predicate. Next, we show that many algorithms for detecting termination and deadlock can be viewed as special cases of our general algorithm for detecting a locally stable predicate. We also instantiate the general algorithm to derive an efficient algorithm for deadlock detection whose performance is comparable with that of existing deadlock detection algorithms.
Detecting a subclass of stable predicates
The approach described in Section 3 can only be used to detect a locally stable predicate in general. For any other predicate, safety is guaranteed but liveness is not. In this section, we identify a class of stable predicates for which even liveness is ensured.
Consider a stable predicate b that is a function of k locally stable predicates b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b k . If b is a monotonic function of all its arguments, then it is indeed possible to use the algorithm BasicLSPD to detect b. Some examples of predicates that are monotonic functions of all their arguments are
Note that, although b is stable, it may not be locally stable. 
∀X, Y :: (X Y ) ∧ b(X) ⇒ b(Y ) .
We now show that any stable predicate derived from locally stable predicates using ∧ and ∨ operators satisfies the monotonicity property. Induction step (l > 0): Assume that the lemma holds when the length of the formula is at most l − 1. We now show that the lemma holds when the length of the formula is l. There are two cases to consider depending on the topmost operator, say op, in the formula:
Case 1 (op = ∧): In this case,
Therefore, we have,
Therefore, in this case, b satisfies the monotonicity property. Case 2 (op = ∨): The proof for the second case is similar to that for the first case.
This establishes the lemma.
For convenience, we refer to stable predicates that can be expressed as monotonic functions of other locally stable predicates as monotonically decomposable stable predicates.
A simple approach for detecting b is to use an instance of BasicLSPD for each locally stable predicate in b. However, instead of taking a separate snapshot for each locally stable predicate, the monitor can take only one snapshot and use it to evaluate those locally stable predicates in b that have not become true so far. Based on the truth values of the locally stable predicates in b, the truth value of b itself can be computed. We refer to this algorithm as BasicMSPD. As in the case of BasicLSPD, BasicMSPD also has unbounded message complexity in the worst-case. Using ideas presented in Section 5, we can similarly obtain an algorithm BoundedMSPD for detecting b that has bounded message complexity. Clearly, BoundedMSPD has same message complexity (worst-case and average-case) and detection latency as BoundedLSPD.
Detecting termination of a distributed computation
The termination detection problem involves detecting when an ongoing distributed computation has ceased all its activities. The distributed computation satisfies the following rules. A process can be either in an active state or a passive state. A process can send a message only when it is active. An active process can become passive at any time. A passive process becomes active on receiving a message. The computation is said to have terminated when all processes have become passive and all channels have become empty. (The termination detection problem arises when a distributed computation terminates implicitly and therefore a separate algorithm is required to detect the termination [48] . Examples of such computations can be found in [48] .)
A large number of algorithms that have been developed for termination detection can be viewed as special cases of our approach (e.g., [41, 37, 14, 40, 19, 13, 24] ). To detect termination, we need to test for two conditions. First, all processes have become passive. Second, all channels have become empty. Passiveness of a process is a local property and can be tested quite easily by the process. However, emptiness of a channel depends on the states of two processes connected by the channel and is therefore not a local property. Typically, three approaches have been used to test for the emptiness of channels: acknowledgmentbased, message counting-based and channel flushing-based.
Acknowledged-based approach
In this approach, when a process receives an application message, it sends an acknowledgment message to the source process. Therefore, once a process has received an acknowledgment message for every application message it has sent so far, it knows that all its outgoing channels are empty. For a process p i , let passive i be true if the process is passive and false otherwise. Also, let missing i denote the difference between the number of application messages that have been sent by p i and the number of acknowledgment messages that have been received by p i . The termination condition can be formulated as ∀i : 1 i n : passive i ∧ (missing i = 0) . [19] use the above formulation of the termination condition to detect termination of a distributed
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computation. In their approach, a process takes a snapshot in a lazy manner, that is, it delays recording of its local snapshot until it has become passive and all its application messages have been acknowledged. However, instead of using dirty bits, each process p i maintains a flag cp i that is true if and only if p i continuously stayed passive since cp i was last reset. The flag cp i acts as a dirty bit for the variable passive i . There is no need to maintain a dirty bit for the other variable missing i because the rules of the computation ensure that the dirty bit for the variable passive i is set if and only if the dirty bit for the variable missing i is set.
Message counting-based approach
In this approach, each process p i maintains a deficit counter, denoted by deficit i , that tracks the difference between the number of messages it has sent and the number of messages it has received. The termination condition can be formulated as
The termination detection algorithm by Safra [14] uses the above formulation of the termination condition. Again, instead of using dirty bits, each process p i is associated with a color, denoted by color i , which is white if p i stayed continuously passive since color i was last reset; otherwise it is black. Some other examples of termination detection algorithms that use message counting and are special cases of our algorithm include Mattern's four counter algorithm [37] , Mattern's stickyflag algorithm [40] and Sinha et al.'s two phase algorithm [46] .
Channel flushing-based approach
This approach assumes that all channels satisfy the FIFO property. The emptiness of a channel is tested by sending a marker message along that channel. If the process at the receiving end of the channel receives the marker message without receiving any application message before it, then the channel was empty; otherwise it was not. A snapshot of the system is collected using two waves [49] . The first wave collects the local state of each process. A process, on recording its local state, sends a marker message along all its outgoing channels. The second wave collects the state of each channel. On receiving the second wave, a process waits until it has received a marker message along every incoming channel before propagating the wave further. Note that the two waves of a snapshot are not required to form a consistent interval and therefore can overlap. If a tree-based approach is used to record a snapshot of the system, then process states can be recorded in the broadcast phase and channel states can be recorded in the convergecast phase.
It is possible to evaluate the termination condition using only a single wave per snapshot. Specifically, each wave collects local states of all processes with respect to the current snapshot and states of all channels with respect to the previous snapshot. Let allP assive denote the predicate that all processes are passive, and allEmpty denote the predicate that all channels are empty. Then the termination condition can be represented as termination allP assive ∧ allEmpty.
Let C and D be two consecutive snapshots such that [C, D] is quiescent with respect to termination. We have,
In other words, to evaluate the termination condition with respect to the snapshot D, as far as a channel is concerned, it is safe to use its state with respect to the earlier snapshot C. Termination detection algorithms based on using marker messages to detect emptiness of channels can be found in [41, 11] . For example, the quiescence detection algorithm in [11] uses the ring-based approach to record a snapshot. Moreover, a snapshot session is aborted as soon as it is detected that the computation has not terminated or the interval is not quiescent. The process that aborts the snapshot session then starts a new snapshot session and forwards the token to the next process in the ring.
When channel flushing-based approach is used to detect emptiness of a channel, the message complexity is no longer O(n(m + 1)) but increases to O(c(m + 1)), where c is the number of channels in the communication topology.
Detecting deadlock in a distributed system
Deadlock may occur when processes require access to multiple resources at the same time. Ho and Ramamoorthy [20] present a two-phase algorithm to detect a deadlock in a distributed database system under the AND request model. In Ho and Ramamoorthy's two-phase algorithm [20] , a wait-for graph is constructed in each phase by collecting a snapshot of the system in the form of process status tables. A deadlock is announced if the cycle observed in the first-phase is also detected in the second phase. Two phases are used because the snapshot collected in a phase may be inconsistent, and, therefore, a cycle detected in the wait-for graph constructed using such a snapshot may not actually exist in the system. The second phase is used to validate the cycle observed in the first phase. The algorithm is flawed because it does not correctly test for quiescence of the interval between the first phase and second phase before evaluating the deadlock condition. Specifically, their quiescence detection approach works only if status tables maintain information about transactions (and not processes) and transactions follow the two-phase locking discipline. Although the two-phase deadlock detection algorithm as described in [20] is incorrect, it can be fixed using the ideas given in this paper as discussed next. A correct version of the two phase deadlock detection algorithm can also be found in [26] .
We briefly explain how our general approach can be instantiated to detect a deadlock under any request model (and also p e r s o n a l c o p y fixes Ho and Ramamoorthy's two-phase deadlock detection algorithm). To detect a deadlock, each process maintains a table that tracks the current status of the process: there is an entry in the table for each resource that a process is either holding or waiting on. Moreover, there is a dirty bit associated with each entry in the table. Whenever an entry is added to the table, the dirty bit is initially set to its unclean state. When a process takes a local snapshot, it only records those entries in the table whose dirty bit is in the clean state. As discussed in Section 3.2.2, immediately after taking the snapshot, all dirty bits are reset to their clean states. Note that a snapshot of the system only collects those entries that were in the table when the last snapshot was taken and have not changed since then. Since more than one process may initiate the snapshot algorithm, for every entry in the table, a separate dirty bit has to be maintained for each possible initiator. The initiator of the snapshot algorithm can then use the entries recorded as part of the snapshot to construct a wait-for graph. (Alternatively, instead of dirty bits, it is possible to use a local clock to timestamp entries in the table.) Consider a wait-for graph G constructed by a process as described above. Given a consistent cut C, let W F G(C) denote the wait-for graph that exists among processes for the cut C. Using properties of interval consistency and interval quiescence, it can be deduced that
In other words, various edges in G are actually consistent with each other and, therefore, G can be safely analyzed to obtain meaningful results. Now, depending on the request model, any algorithm for analyzing a wait-for graph can be used to detect a deadlock [21, 12, 33] . For example, under the AND request model, the wait-for graph should contain a cycle, whereas, under the OR request model, the wait-for graph should contain a knot.
Computing maximum deadlocked set
Our deadlock detection algorithm can be used to determine the subset of all processes currently involved in a deadlock, which is referred to as maximum deadlocked set [8] . The algorithm for computing the maximum deadlocked set has O(n) message complexity and O(d) time complexity, where n is the number of processes in the system and d is the diameter of the communication topology.
Improving performance of the deadlock detection algorithm
Note that the message complexity of the deadlock detection algorithm described above depends on the total number of processes in the system. However, it can be modified to obtain a more efficient deadlock detection algorithm whose message complexity depends on the size of the wait-for graph. Such an algorithm is useful, for example, when most deadlocks involve only a small subset of processes. For convenience, we assume that the communication topology is fully connected.
The main idea is as follows. When a process suspects that it may be involved in a deadlock, instead of taking a snapshot of the entire system, it takes a snapshot of only those processes that can be involved in a deadlock with it. To that end, it first computes its reachability set. The reachability set of a process consists of all those processes that can be reached from it through edges in the wait-for graph. To compute the reachability set, we assume that each process knows its dependency set, that is, the set of processes that are holding resources that it is currently waiting on. This assumption is also made by most deadlock detection algorithms (e.g., [7, 27, 12, 6, 29, 35, 33] ). One way to satisfy this assumption is by treating resources as processes and also including them when constructing the wait-for graph [28] . A process can compute its reachability set in an iterative manner [12] ; in the j th iteration, it discovers processes at a distance of j hops from it in the wait-for graph. Let r denote the number of processes in the reachability set and let t denote the diameter of the wait-for graph. Clearly, a process can compute its reachability set using at most 2r messages and in at most 2t time units. As part of computing its reachability set, the process can also collect a snapshot of all processes in the set. After a process has computed its reachability set, the message complexity of taking the second snapshot is only 2r messages and its time complexity is only 2. Therefore, the modified deadlock detection algorithm has overall message complexity of 4r and detection latency of 2t + 2. This compares quite favorably with the existing deadlock detection algorithms. For example, the deadlock detection algorithm by Chen et al. [12] has message complexity of 2r and detection latency of 2t. Their algorithm uses logical timestamps and therefore requires application messages to be modified to carry the timestamps. The deadlock detection algorithm by Lee [33] has low detection latency of t + 2 but high message complexity of 2s, where s is the number of edges in the wait-for graph among processes in the reachability set. The algorithm by Chen et al. [12] , to our knowledge, has the best message complexity among all deadlock detection algorithms, and our modified algorithm uses at most twice the number of messages as their algorithm.
Achieving fault tolerance
In this section, we describe modifications to our approach for detecting a locally stable predicate to make it fault-tolerant. We assume that processes are unreliable and may fail by crashing. Once a process crashes, it stops executing any events. Further, a crashed process never recovers. A process that never crashes is said to be correct; a process that is not correct is said to be faulty. We call a process that has not crashed so far as operational or live. We assume that process crashes do not partition the system. Although processes are unreliable, we assume that channels are reliable in the sense that a message sent by a correct process to another correct process is eventually delivered.
To detect a locally stable predicate in the presence of process crashes, in general, it is necessary that the crash of a process can be reliably detected by its neighboring processes. This is because the same assumption is necessary to solve the termination detection problem [42] , and detecting termination is a special case of detecting a locally stable predicate.
Once a process crashes, its state (specifically, its state just before the crash) becomes inaccessible to other processes. Therefore, we assume that evaluating the predicate only involves currently operational processes and channels that are incident on them. Note that a faulty process before crashing may have sent one or more messages to other processes in the system, which may still be in transit at the time of the crash. Such messages have to be somehow "taken into account" before announcing that the predicate has become true; otherwise the safety property may be violated. For instance, consider the termination detection problem and assume that all operational processes are passive and all channels between them are empty. However, termination should not be announced yet as a message from a crashed process may make an operational process, which is currently passive, active. There are two approaches to deal with this problem. The first approach is to assume the existence of special primitive, such as return-flush or fail-flush, that allows an operational process to flush its incoming channel with a crashed process [51, 30] . The second approach is to assume that an operational process, on detecting crash of its neighbor, simply freezes its incoming channel with the crashed process and does not accept any more messages received along that channel [50, 42] . For the ease of exposition, we take the second approach. However, the ideas in this section can be used with the first approach as well.
With the channel freezing approach, it is sufficient to evaluate the predicate on the currently operational processes and the channels between them. Therefore, it is sufficient to collect local states of currently operational processes only. Note that, in the presence of process crashes, the safety of an algorithm specifically designed for a failure-free environment (such as BasicLSPD or BoundedLSPD) is not violated; only its liveness may be violated [42] . To ensure liveness, the main problems that need to be addressed are as follows. First, on occurrence of a failure, a new monitor may have to be elected because the old monitor may have crashed. Second, a new spanning tree has to be constructed on the set of currently operational processes because the failure may have disconnected the current spanning tree. To solve the two problems, we can use the approach described in [42] . We describe it briefly here for the sake of completeness. Whenever a process crashes, we reconstruct the spanning tree using the tree construction algorithm proposed by Awerbuch [5] . An advantage of Awerbuch's algorithm is that different processes can start the algorithm at different times. So, whenever a process learns about a new failure, it simply starts a new instance of the spanning tree construction algorithm. (Any old instance of the tree construction algorithm is aborted.) We differentiate between various instances of the spanning tree construction algorithm by using the process' knowledge about the failure of other processes when it starts the new instance, which we refer to as instance identifier.
A process may learn about the failure of a process either directly via its failure detector or through the instance identifier of a message received. Note that the former can only provide information about the failure of a neighboring process, whereas the latter can provide information about the failure of any process. In any case, on learning about a new failure, a process starts a new instance of the spanning tree construction algorithm as explained earlier.
If no more failures occur for a sufficiently long period of time, then all operational processes eventually learn about the failure of all crashed processes. Therefore, eventually, all operational processes start the same instance of the spanning tree construction algorithm and a valid spanning tree is eventually constructed. Once the tree construction algorithm terminates, the root of the tree elects itself as the monitor. Thereafter, it uses the new tree to collect a snapshot of currently operational processes until another process fails.
Let f denote the number of processes that crash during an execution. Also, let c denote the number of channels in the communication topology. It can be shown that the number of additional control messages exchanged due to process crashes is given by O(f (c + n log n)) [42] . This implies that the cost of handling process crashes increases in proportion to the number of processes that actually crash during an execution.
Related work
The work most relevant to our work are algorithms for detecting a locally stable predicate and those for detecting a stable predicate.
Marzullo and Sabel [36] describe an approach for detecting a locally stable predicate using the notion of weak vector clock. A weak vector clock, unlike the Fidge/Mattern's vector clock [39, 16] , is updated only when an event that is relevant with respect to the predicate is executed. Whenever a process sends a message, it timestamps the message with the current value of its local (weak) vector clock. A process, on receiving a message, updates its weak vector clock by taking the component-wise maximum of its own clock and the timestamp of the message. (Of course, if the receive event of the message is a relevant event, then it also increments its entry in the weak vector clock.) Thus Marzullo and Sabel's approach requires application messages to be modified to carry a vector timestamp of size n, where n is the number of processes. This makes their approach unscalable as the number of processes in the system increases. Further, in their approach, local snapshot of each process is assigned a vector timestamp of size n, which is used at the time of evaluating the predicate. As a result, their space complexity is O(n(n + s)), which is higher than that our approach in case s = o(n). (Recall that O(s) is the amount of space required to store local snapshot of a single process.)
Based on their general approach, Marzullo and Sabel present two different algorithms for detecting a locally stable predicate. Similar to BasicLSPD , the first algorithm has unbounded message complexity in the worst-case. The second algorithm, however, has worst-case message complexity of O(m d). Basically, in the second algorithm, a process sends its local snapshot to a monitor whenever it executes a relevant event. If a message on average travels a distance of d/2, the average message complexity of the second algorithm is approximately m d/2.
Observe that the algorithm for detecting a locally stable predicate given by Marzullo and Sabel [36] can also be used to detect a monotonically decomposable stable predicate described in Section 6. However, with their solution, each application message may have to carry up to k vectors, each of size n, where k is the number of locally stable predicates on which the predicate depends. This is because the set of relevant events may be different for different locally stable predicates and, as a result, a different weak vector clock may have to be maintained for each locally stable predicate. This results in high application message overhead of O(n k). On the other hand, in our algorithm, application messages do not carry any control information and, therefore, application message overhead due to detection algorithm is zero.
A locally stable predicate is also a stable predicate. Therefore, an algorithm for detecting a stable predicate can also be used for detecting a locally stable predicate. The only approach that we know of for detecting a stable predicate is by repeatedly taking consistent snapshots of the system until the predicate evaluates to true. Taking a consistent snapshot of the system requires different processes to coordinate their actions to ensure that every pair of local snapshots are mutually concurrent. As a result, any algorithm for taking a consistent snapshot of the system, has to constrain the process as to when it should record its local state. On the other hand, when a snapshot is not required to be consistent, processes are free to record their local states opportunistically. For example, it may be better for a process to record its local state when it is idle or waiting for an I/O operation.
Lai and Yang [31] define the notion of strongly stable predicate. Intuitively, a stable predicate is strongly stable if it can be evaluated correctly even for an inconsistent cut. Formally, Definition 6 (strongly stable predicate). A stable predicate b is strongly stable if for all cuts C and D (consistent as well as inconsistent),
b(C) ∧ (C ⊆ D) ⇒ b(D).
The class of strongly stable predicates is incomparable with the class of locally stable predicates. Consider the following predicate:
where each x i is a monotonically non-decreasing variable on process p i and s is a constant. Clearly, b sum is not a locally stable predicate because the values of x i 's may continue to increase even after b sum has become true. It can be easily verified that b sum is a strongly stable predicate. Note that, for a stable predicate to be strongly stable, if it evaluates to true for some consistent cut C, then it is not sufficient for the predicate to evaluate to true for every inconsistent cut D that follows C. It should be the case that if the predicate evaluates to true for some inconsistent cut C, then it should also evaluate to true for every consistent cut D that follows C. The former only guarantees liveness of a detection algorithm. The latter is necessary to ensure safety of the detection algorithm. To show that the class of locally stable predicates is not a subset of the class of strongly stable predicates, consider the following formulation of termination based on deficit counters:
Evidently, the predicate is locally stable. However, it is not strongly stable because it may evaluate to true for an inconsistent cut even though the system has not terminated.
Similar to the notion of locally stable property, we can define the notion of strongly stable property as follows: a stable property is strongly stable if there exists at least one way to formulate the property such that the formulation corresponds to a strongly stable predicate. An interesting question that still remains is: how does the class of locally stable "properties" compare with the class of strongly stable "properties"?
Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we have described an efficient algorithm to detect a locally stable predicate based on repeatedly taking possibly inconsistent snapshots of the computation in a certain manner. Our algorithm uses only control messages and thus application messages need not be modified to carry any control information. It also unifies several known algorithms for detecting two important locally stable properties, namely termination and deadlock. We have also shown that any stable predicate that can be expressed as a monotonic function of other locally stable predicates can be efficiently detected using our approach. Finally, we have described extensions to our approach to make it tolerant to process crashes.
In this paper, we assume that it is possible to monitor changes in the values of the relevant variables efficiently. This can be accomplished in two ways. In the first approach, the application program is modified such that whenever a relevant variable is assigned a new value, the detection algorithm is informed of the change. In the second approach, which is more desirable, monitoring is done in a transparent manner without modifying the underlying program. While most debuggers such as gdb already have such a capability, their approach is very inefficient. As a future work, we plan to investigate efficient ways for monitoring an application program in a transparent manner.
